
BAND TENSIONERS
T-4P PISTOL GRIP BANTAM TOOL

MIP-1800 METAL BAND TENSIONER

MARXWELL T-4H METAL BAND TENSIONER

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Band-IT T-4P Pistol Grip Bantam tensioner is a lightweight 
ratchet action tool primarily used in field applications. The tool 
has a 3-way handle that can be adjusted for one- or two-handed 
tensioning. The T-4P is designed for easy loading and unloading 
of the banding materials, and ideal for use in areas with minimal 
access. This Bantam tensioner is manufactured from zinc plated 
steel for corrosion resistance and has a built-in cutter.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
The Band-IT T-4P Pistol Grip Bantam tensioner is used with 
banding widths from 3/16" to 3/4" to tighten and secure 0.015" 
and 0.020" banding products such as Ideal Products Fabstraps 
over aluminum and stainless steel metal jackets designed to 
protect insulation on mechanical insulation piping systems. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Midwest Industrial Packaging MIP-1800 Pistol Grip banding 
tensioner is a robust ratchet action tool that balances quality and 
cost. The MIP-1800 is designed for easy loading and unloading 
of the banding materials, and ideal for use in areas with minimal 
access. This Bantam tensioner is manufactured from high quality 
steel, weighs only 3 lbs., and is rugged enough for everyday use.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
The Midwest Industrial Packaging MIP-1800 Pistol Grip banding 
tensioner is used with banding widths from 3/8" to 3/4" to 
tighten and secure 0.015" and 0.020" banding products such as 
Ideal Products Fabstraps over aluminum and stainless steel metal 
jackets installed to protect insulation on mechanical insulation 
piping systems.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Marxwell T-4H economy pusher bar banding tensioner 
is an easy reliable tool for light duty applications. The T-4H 
is manufactured from hardened steel and designed for easy 
loading and unloading of the banding materials. This tensioner is 
excellent for use in tight spaces and suitable for banding widths 
of 3/8" to 3/8" and for banding thicknesses up to 0.020".

PRODUCT APPLICATION
The Marxwell T-4H banding tensioner is used to tighten and 
secure banding products such as Ideal Products Fabstraps over 
aluminum and stainless steel metal jackets used to protect 
insulation on mechanical insulation piping systems. An industry 
standard tool with reliability and longevity.
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MAXIMUM 
MATERIAL 

THICKNESS
0.025"

MATERIAL WIDTH 0.1875" to 0.75" 

WEIGHT 42 oz.

MAXIMUM 
MATERIAL 

THICKNESS
0.020"

MATERIAL WIDTH 0.375" to 0.75" 

WEIGHT 48 oz.

MAXIMUM 
MATERIAL 

THICKNESS
0.020"

MATERIAL WIDTH 0.375" to 0.75" 

WEIGHT 52 oz.
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